An improved surface-based method for DNA computation.
DNA computing is a novel method for solving a class of intractable computational problems, in which the computing time can grow exponentially with problem size. Up to now, many accomplishments have been achieved to improve its performance and increase its reliability, among which a surface-based method is an efficient candidate. In this paper, the surface-based approach proposed by Liu, Q., Wang, L., Frutos, A.G., Condon, A.E., Corn, R.M., and Smith, L.M., 2000, DNA computing on surfaces. Nature 403, 175-179 is analyzed and an improved surface-based method for DNA computation (i.e. the hybrid DNA/optical computing method) is proposed. Compared with Liu et al.'s approach, our method has some significant advantages such as low cost, short operating time, reusable surface and simple experimental steps. Moreover, the concept of combining easily patterned DNA computing steps with equally parallel, but generally uniform and not easily patterned optical computing steps is an important new direction.